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Miscellaneous Memos

• 12-8-18_2019PotentialBond_RunningTotal_MEMO (With updated total)
• 12-10-18_2019PotentialBond_AdministrativeReviewCategorizationBackground_MEMO
• 12-3-18_PortablesAnalysis_MEMO
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TO:            Dr. Tom Leonard, Superintendent  
FROM:           Jeremy Trimble  
    
DATE:            December 6, 2018   
SUBJECT:         Potential Bond Update- Running Estimated Totals 
 

 
Over the last few months District Administration has presented line items that may be included within a potential May 
2019 Bond Referendum to both the Bond Advisory Committee and the Board of Trustees through monthly meetings.   
 
These specified line items are contained within established Tables: 
 
Table A: Safety and Security 
Table B: Student Programs and Support 
Table C: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 
Table D: Facilities 
 
Outside of line item reviews performed to this point, there are few line items requiring further discussion: 

• New Aquatics Facility (District Administration continues research into additional construction & operating costs) 
• New WHS Multi-Purpose Facility 
• New WHS Robotics Facility Expansion 
• Portable Replacements (Reference “12-3-18_PortablesAnalysis_MEMO”) 

 
Those line items requiring a new facility previously mentioned, requiring further discussion have been removed from an 
associated Table and grouped for evaluation purposes. 
 

Important Note:  In the event of a tie, the following rule has been applied: 
o If a line item received Category I (4 votes), Category II (4 votes), Category III (1 vote)…a Category II was used, 

applying the category III vote as a tie breaker. 
o If a line item received Category I (1 vote), Category II (4 votes), Category III (4 votes)…a Category II was used, 

applying the category I vote as a tie breaker. 
 
Additionally, during monthly reviews of each Table, the Bond Advisory Committee has recommended the reassignment 
of a few line items to an alternative Table in order to properly classify the need. 
 

 
 

While it is understood that discussions are still underway on the last of the line items to be presented at the December 11 
Board Meeting, Administration deemed it useful to provide the running totals by Table and by Category (I, II, II) but also 
as a Grand Total of all Tables together.   
 
Some proposed non-new facility items may have been placed in Category II or III or may have received a tie vote by the 
BAC. When reviewing these at the cabinet level, the administration has identified some items it believes should receive 
stronger consideration (i.e. Category I or II). Any category changes recommended by the administration are indicated by a 
green asterisk (   ) accompanied by a new category identifying number (e.g.,     I or     II), which suggests a category the 
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administration believes deserves Board consideration. The administration has not offered any such recommendations on 
new facilities – only on non-new facility projects. 
 
If you have additional questions, please contact me. 
 

Table A: Safety and Security 
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Table B: Student Programs and Support 
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Table C: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 
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Table D: Facilities 
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Grand Total 

Established Bond Advisory Committee (BAC) Breakdown 

Bond Advisory Committee (BAC) Plus Administrative Review Breakdown 
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TO:  Dr. Tom Leonard, Superintendent 
FROM:  Jeremy Trimble  

DATE:     December 10, 2018 
SUBJECT:      Potential Bond- Administrative Review Categorization Background 

A memo titled “12-8-18_2019PotentialBond_RunningTotal_MEMO” dated Dec. 8, identified a few proposed non-new 
facility items that may have been placed in Category II or III or may have received a tie vote by the BAC. When 
reviewing at the cabinet level, the administration identified some items it believes should receive stronger consideration 
(i.e. Category I or II). When recommending the category adjustments, consideration was given to the known needs that 
currently have been identified as essential to district operations and goals, whether it be to protect valuable data, improve 
the impact our facilities make on the surrounding environment, or upgrade the equipment and supporting systems that 
reinforce student programs throughout the District.  
Overall, approximately 77% of the line items remained categorized as the BAC had recommended. The following 
information details the determinations that may differ slightly from the BAC’s original recommendations. 

Table A: Safety and Security 
Enhance Cyber Security Infrastructure (District Wide): 

• Cyber security is of greater importance than ever been before because everyone and everything is connected,
creating more access and increased vulnerability to key systems. The risk associated with this progress is great
and must be considered at all times. The district currently needs to add protection to its internal network against
various threats including those that are internal. In regards to the external network, the current firewall and web
filter need to upgraded/replaced. The district is required by e-rate to maintain a sufficient and updated web filter.

Table B: Student Programs and Support 

Fine Arts (Cat. II to Cat. I): 
• All three secondary campuses’ instruments are rapidly reaching the end of their life span. Typical life spans range

8-15 years under continuous use and proper maintenance. This request covers about 25% replacement for these
instruments. The elementary programs have been evaluated extensively and historically have gone widely
overlooked with needs only considered on a case-by-case basis.

• Bond funding is the sustainable method for replacement of instruments and equipment due the cost of such items.

PAC Production Lighting (Cat. II to Cat. I): 
• This line item received- Category I (4 votes), Category II (4 votes) ending in a tie. The aisle lighting is an

important concern as the current system is antiquated and difficult to repair. As the aisle carpet and nosings are
replaced, the aisle lighting is integrated into the molding systems.

• Additionally, the production lighting is on a staggered replacement cycle, this line item only represents
approximately 20% of the fixtures. Current fixtures needing replacement are highly motorized and over time the
motors, gears and belts wear out. Further deferment will increase the failure rate.

Technology- District Wide Audio/Video (A/V) Upgrades (Cat. III to Cat. I): 
• The current A/V systems comprised of Smart Board/Projectors and Juno Audio lift systems are at end-of-life and

need to be replaced. The last A/V replacement was part of the 2011 Bond but was not a complete refresh. As these
current systems age, the failure rate increases. The most frequent failure is the projector bulb itself. In the past 5
years, the district has spent approximately $87,000 in bulb replacements. Beyond the bulbs, the projectors
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themselves are entering a significant replacement phase due to age. The approximate equipment life cycle is 5-8 
years. The replacement of these systems would be a multi-year project. 

Table C: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

LED Pole Lighting Retrofit at Athletic Fields (Cat. III to Cat. II): 
• An important key measure is that the return on investment (ROI) of these projects is not only measured in dollars.

Typically, when we think of a return on an investment, we may first think of a quantifiable impact on the budget,
such as dollars saved (Hard ROI). But you can also generate positive ROI through “softer” indicators that may not
have an immediate impact on financial targets, such as Dark Skies and local community relations. Though soft
measures may take more time to see a return, they develop relationships with our constituents, municipalities and
students, and they can help create powerful partnerships that ultimately benefit the District’s goals.

Solar Panel Installation [Sloped Metal Roof Surfaces] (Cat. III to Cat. I): 
• Austin Energy’s current utility rebate incentive program has an expiration date and cap on the total kWh, so 2019

will be the most economically advantageous time to pursue solar and maximize the current rebate.
• Annual cost avoidance, at the current cost of power, is estimated at $114,000 once all projects were

complete.With utility inflation, this number will only increase to the district’s benefit.

Table D: Facilities 

Special Systems (Cat. II to Cat. I) 
• The systems included in this line item center around items that have been either repaired recently but need to be

replaced/upgraded or may not be able to be repaired. Several elevators in the district are compliant but have
antiquated operating systems that require manual adjustments to integrate with technology systems (for example,
badge readers to provide access). The upkeep and operation of these elevators are required for ADA purposes.
Other considerations are costly components required for safe operation of the motorized bleachers, resurfacing of
the athletic lockers at WRMS to remove surface rust, and replacing insufficient gym sound/announcement
systems at Westlake HS, Hill Country MS and West Ridge MS.

Student Program Facility Renovations (Cat. II to Cat. I) 
• This line item is comprised of renovation projects to provide parity between softball and baseball announcing

areas, resolve an ongoing water infiltration at the exterior access area of Hill Country MS while improving the
outdoor area being currently underutilized, improve the ongoing lack of storage for Fine Arts and the Performing
Arts Center by enclosing an outdoor area, and the refurbishment of locker rooms at Westlake HS to increase
efficiencies and available space or lockers. The latter two projects are intended to enhance a known need due to a
growing high school enrollment and participation.

Technology- District Infrastructure Upgrades (Cat. II to Cat. I) 
• The majority of technology infrastructure equipment (servers, storage, backup systems, etc.) are housed in the

Network Operations Center a Westlake HS. The majority of this equipment is rapidly reaching the end of its life
cycle and has not been replaced since the 2011 Bond. Additionally, extended warranties on some of the
equipment are not available, and is cost-prohibitive for others. A portion of the new equipment will be installed in
the new server room at the District operations Center. As for external fiber maintenance, the fiber infrastructure
running along the Bee Cave Road corridor is seeing degradation of the majority of splice cans along the pathway
due to birds, rodents, etc. These repairs along with re-securing cables to their corresponding poles is necessary to
ensure proper operation of the District’s network.

**The administration has not offered any such recommendations on new facilities – only on non-new facility projects**

Please contact me with any questions. 
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TO:  Dr. Tom Leonard, Superintendent 
FROM:  Jeremy Trimble  

DATE:     December 3, 2018  
SUBJECT:      Campus Portable Building Evaluation 

In association with the Potential 2019 Bond Category- Facilities, District Administration deemed it necessary to provide 
additional information in regards to the “Replacement of Portables” line item.  When analyzing the existing campus 
portables, there are multiple factors to consider.  While the majority of the portables are beyond the industry lifespan, and 
need replacement, one must evaluate the operating cost as compared to the value plus the degree of difficulty in 
performing the removal and installation.  The following information provide the framework for a summative evaluation. 

Condition Indices 
The portable building systems were evaluated during the assessment to determine current and predicted conditions based 
on expected service life. The expected service life of 30-35 years for the portable buildings was determined using industry 
standards for similar construction.  Although, due to the nature of construction methods for the age of the buildings, these 
structures demand increased maintenance at the 20-year mark.  

As part of the building analysis, a facility condition index (FCI) was calculated for each portable.  At its most basic level, 
an FCI is a ratio comparing the total deferred maintenance for a building to its estimated replacement value. The key focus 
of the FCI is to place a value on the requirements and associated costs an owner may need to incur in the future relative to 
the costs to replace. The lower the rating, the larger the capital needed to keep the building in a functioning state.  The FCI 
is used to quantify a facility’s physical condition at a specific point in time by creating a ratio of the estimated “total cost 
of maintenance and repair requirements” over a facility’s “current replacement value” (CRV). 

Maintenance and repair requirements consist of work necessary to restore the facility to a condition substantially 
equivalent to its original capability.  The FCI is utilized to assign the condition of a facility with a Quality Rating (Q-
rating) of one through four - see Table 1. Q-ratings were developed by the Department of Defense to group FCIs into 
bands to provide a clear picture of where each facility is within the portfolio. Q-ratings also provide the baseline necessary 
to develop future facility strategies. 
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Assessed Condition 
In addition to the FCI results, District maintenance personnel assessed the condition of the portable buildings thru visual 
inspection of major building components in order to classify the buildings on a scale of 1-3.       

Building Replacement Difficulty 
Exclusive of condition, the difficulty of removing/replacing portables in their existing locations was also assessed.  Some 
buildings were constructed onsite, requiring a few of them to be demolished in lieu of being removed.  Others may be able 
to be removed, but may be difficult to access. 

Building Condition Summative Evaluation 
Taking into account the buildings’ age, FCI, overall condition and degree of difficulty in the replacement of existing 
portables, the following table represents a comprehensive evaluation.   

NOTE: Due to existing conditions and the interrelationship of the current portable buildings at FTE and VVE, the 
replacement would need to occur congruently.  Even though the majority of the portable buildings at EE can be 
replaced one at a time, a couple of buildings [Specifically (c) & (d)] are set end to end. 

If you have additional questions, please contact me. 

Table 2. Assessed Condition

Rating General Description

C-1 Facility Is In Above Average  Condition
C-2 Facility Is In Average Condition
C-3 Facility Is In Below Average  Condition

Table 3. Replacement Difficulty

Rating General Description

D-1 Facility has a Low  difficulty to be replaced with new 
D-2 Facility has a Medium  difficulty to be replaced with new 
D-3 Facility has a High  difficulty to be replaced with new 
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Existing Campus Portable Building locations 
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